HEALTH & SAFETY AGREEMENT
Fisherman and anyone staying at Jockfall Lodge and Jockfall FVO fishery must strictly follow the safety rules
and procedures detailed below. Prior to the fishing week commencing fisherman will be required to sign the
below document to confirm they have read and understood these instructions.
1. Clients with any health conditions of any kind must inform the lodge manager and or guide (if booked). Any
medication needed is the responsibility of the client to provide and administer during their stay at the lodge.
2. Clients must follow all instructions given by their lodge manager and or guide (if booked) either on the river,
at the lodge or in case of an emergency at all times.
3. All clients whether they are fishing from the bank or wading in the river are required to wear a life jacket at
all times, by signing this agreement and choosing not to wear a life jacket clients accept full responsibility for
their actions and the consequences for any harm that befalls them, other guests, anglers on the river or lodge
staff.
4. Clients should be aware of strong winds its direction and possible change of direction to prevent injury from
hooks.
5. Clients fishing from the bank or wading in the river are asked to please take into consideration the speed
and depth of the river, and to stay within sight of their guide (if booked) and or other guests if present, in case
they need help of any kind.
6. Jockdall Lodge is a no smoking building, however there are outside seating areas provided.
7. It is the responsibility of the client to cover the cost of repair or replacement of any property broken or
damaged belonging to Jockfall Turist & Konferens AB (Jockfall lodge) or Fly FIsh Adventures LTD.

Print Name : ………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………….....
Client Signature: ………………………………………………………………
Date: …………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………...

